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 2 
Abstract 1 
Tunnel squeezing is a time dependent process that typically occurs in weak or over-stressed rock masses，2 
significantly influencing the budget and time of tunnel construction. This paper presents a new framework to 3 
probabilistically predict the potential squeezing intensity, and to dynamically update the prediction during 4 
construction based on the sequentially revealed ground information. An extensively well documented database, 5 
which contains quantitative data from 154 squeezing sections with 95 unpublished inventories is established. A 6 
Decision Tree method is employed to train a probabilistic multi-classification model to predict the tunnel 7 
squeezing intensity. The trained classifier is then integrated with a Markovian geologic model, which features 8 
embedded Bayesian updating procedures, to achieve a dynamic prediction on the state probabilities of the 9 
geologic parameter within the Markovian geologic model and the resulting squeezing intensity during 10 
excavation. An under-construction tunnel case ―Miyaluo #3 tunnel― is used to illustrate the proposed 11 
framework. Results show that the Decision Tree classifier, as opposed to other black-box models, is easily to be 12 
interpreted. It provides reliable predictive accuracy while leading to insights into the understanding of squeezing 13 
problem. The strength-stress ratio (SSR) is suggested to be the most important factor. Moreover, the 14 
implementation of the updating procedures is efficient since only simple field test (eg. Point Load index or 15 
Schmidt rebound index) is required. Multiple rounds of predictions within the updating process allow different 16 
levels of prediction, for example long-range, short-term, or immediate, to be extracted as useful information 17 
towards the decision-making of construction operations. Therefore, this framework can serve as a pragmatic tool 18 
to assist the selection of optimal primary-support and other construction strategies based on the potential 19 
squeezing risk. 20 
Keywords: Tunnel squeezing; Multi-classification; Dynamic prediction; Decision tree; Bayesian updating; 21 
Markov process 22 



































































List of Symbols 1 
Nc (or α) competency factor;  2 
SSR strength stress ratio; 3 
σci uniaxial compressive strength of intact rock; 4 
σcm rock mass uniaxial compressive strength; 5 
γ rock mass weight; 6 
H burial depth of tunnel; 7 
Q rock quality index; 8 
RMR rock mass rating; 9 
N rock mass number; 10 
SRF stress reduction factor; 11 
B or D tunnel diameter;  12 
K support stiffness. 13 
GC Surrounding rock classes based on BQ system 14 
σθ tangential stress; 15 
ε percentage strain (ratio of tunnel closure u to tunnel diameter D); 16 
p0 in situ vertical stress at tunnel depth;  17 
pi rock support pressure; 18 
θi the threshold used to split a node in the Decision Tree  19 
A Transition intensity matrix 20 
V Interval transition matrix 21 
L Likelihood matrix 22 
ti a location variable in the Markov geologic model 23 
XR the geologic parameter that follows a discrete state, continuous space Markov process 24 
s(ti) a vector representing the state probabilities of the geologic parameter XR at location ti 25 
m a vector representing the mean values of each parametric state range of XR 26 
E(XR) the integrated strength variable showing the weighted average of intact rock strength based on the scalar 27 
product of vector s and m 28 
𝜎cm a variable representing the integrated value of the rock mass strength at a certain tunnel face 29 
PLI Point Load index 30 
SHR Schmidt Hammer rebound index 31 



































































1 Introduction 1 
Tunnel squeezing is a time-dependent process associated with the plastic flow (creep) of rock masses, typically 2 
occurring in high geostress backgrounds when tunneling through weak rock masses, such as phyllite, mudstone, 3 
fault fracture zones and other problematic geological combinations (Aydan et al. 1993; Barla 1995; Hoek and 4 
Marinos 2000). Prediction of tunnel squeezing remains a key problem to ensure the safety of tunneling process, 5 
as excessive deformation resulted from squeezing may lead to severe support damage and significant economic 6 
consequences, plus construction time overruns (Hoek 2001; Singh et al. 2007; Jimenez and Recio 2011; Feng 7 
and Jimenez 2015). 8 
Many empirical formulations towards this goal, based on history cases, have been developed due to 9 
simplicity and ease of use. Focused on different perspectives and factors, three types of formulae can be 10 
summarized from literature (see Table 1): (i) Geomechanical-based methods: a demarcation line is drawn to 11 
classify squeezing and non-squeezing cases, according to the combinations of tunnel depth and rock mass 12 
quality (Singh et al. 1992; Goel et al. 1995; Dwivedi et al. 2013). RMR and Q values are commonly involved 13 
since they are routinely recorded in rock tunneling history, so that empirical relations concerning the occurrence 14 
of squeezing can be developed (Jimenez and Recio 2011). (ii) Competence-factor based methods: there are 15 
many empirical expressions focusing on the concept of competence factor, which is also known as SSR (i.e. the 16 
ratio between rock mass strength and stress), as it intrinsically formulates the state of weak rock masses in an 17 
overstressed setting (Jethwa 1981; Barla 1995; Aydan et al. 1996; Hoek 2001). (iii) Probabilistic methods: given 18 
the significant uncertainties involved in the tunneling process (Panthi and Nilsen 2007; Sousa and Einstein 19 
2012), some researchers have recently evaluated the likelihood of tunnel squeezing in a probabilistic way, for its 20 
unique merit to be naturally extended to risk assessment (Panthi and Nilsen 2007; Jimenez and Recio 2011; 21 
Feng and Jimenez 2015; Sun et al. 2018). 22 
However, despite the prospect of probabilistic analyses, binary predictive methods have relatively limited 23 
use in tunneling practice because they can only output dichotomous outcomes: squeezing or non-squeezing. By 24 
contrast, a probabilistic prediction with respect to the extent of tunnel squeezing, or as referred to as multi-class 25 
probabilistic classification, is of greater interests since it can further lead to an optimal selection of 26 
primary-support strategy based on the risk of potential squeezing severity (Hoek 2001; Panthi and Nilsen 2007).  27 
In addition, another challenge in terms of a reliable prediction is that the geologic conditions of surrounding 28 
rocks obtained in the investigation stage are often incomplete and unreliable (Ioannou 1987; Einstein 2007; 29 
Guan et al. 2012). Therefore, such inconsistencies between investigation and construction significantly reduces 30 
the accuracy of those aforementioned methods. As such, a dynamic scheme based on excavated grounds to 31 



































































reasonably boost the reliability and practicality of the prediction of squeezing. 1 
To that end, this paper presents a novel framework that achieves the multi-class probabilistic classification 2 
of squeezing intensity in a dynamic way. In particular, this framework consists of two main components: (i) a 3 
probabilistic classifier that outputs multi-class probability distributions of squeezing intensity and (ii) a 4 
Markovian geologic model that stochastically models the ground conditions. These two components are 5 
combined through a Bayesian updating process of an important predictor: strength stress ratio (SSR). For this 6 
system to work, an enriched database containing 154 tunnel squeezing inventories is employed to train the 7 
multi-class classifier using the Decision Tree algorithm. Once trained, a prior prediction on squeezing intensity 8 
for the whole tunnel alignment can be made, based merely on the preliminary investigation information. During 9 
tunneling process, via the field characterization provided by certain exploration program on each newly 10 
excavated tunnel face, posterior predictions on squeezing intensity at any location along the tunnel can be 11 
sequentially updated. With the tunnel face advances round by round, the updating process continues dynamically. 12 
Finally, such framework is illustrated through a real under-construction tunnel case to demonstrate its 13 
applicability in engineering practice. 14 




































































2 Methodology for multi-class probabilistic prediction 1 
2.1 Predictors and Data for training 2 
2.1.1 Predictors 3 
As previous classical empirical models suggested (Table 1), three parameters, namely H, Q and SSR are 4 
historically the most popular indicators. Still, despite the universality of such features, there exists variations 5 
and modifications due to the accessibility of reliable data in field: such as the replacement of Q value with a 6 
rock mass number N due to the uncertainties in obtaining SRF in the field (Goel et al. 1995; Dwivedi et al. 7 
2013), and the common use of vertical stress when deriving SSR, neglecting the influence of tectonic stress 8 
(Jethwa 1981; Barla 1995; Aydan et al. 1996; Hoek 2001; Feng and Jimenez 2014). 9 
Besides these efforts, some complementary factors that affect the squeezing behavior in other ways have 10 
also been proposed in recent years. The support stiffness (K) is considered of playing an important role in the 11 
deformation of tunnel due to the interaction of support pressure and the deforming response of the rock masses 12 
(Dwivedi et al. 2013; Feng and Jimenez 2015), as the undesirable deformation may be arrested if adequate 13 
support system is provided in appropriate timing (Jethwa 1981). In addition, according to Goel (1995), 14 
squeezing behavior is also affected by the size of opening. This means the scale effects of the tunnel excavation, 15 
represented by the tunnel diameter (D), should also be taken into consideration (Dwivedi et al. 2013; Feng and 16 
Jimenez 2015; Sun et al. 2018). 17 
Despite the intention to construct a predictive model with more factors of squeezing behavior, but given the 18 
limit of data availability, which is a major concern for training-based supervised learning methods, we finally 19 
employed five significant factors in this analysis to conduct a training process for a multi-class probabilistic 20 
classifier. Table 2 lists these predictors as well as the approaches used to derive them. In particular, a GC 21 
variable based on the BQ system, the Chinese standard for engineering classification of rock masses, is used 22 
because 108 out of 154 tunnel squeezing cases in the database (Appendix A) are sourced from tunnel projects 23 
in China, in which the GC class, as opposed to the Q value, are routinely documented on field. An overview of 24 
the BQ system is provided in Appendix B. 25 
[Table 2 approximately here] 26 
2.1.2 Description of the tunnel squeezing database 27 
The database of case histories employed in this work is reproduced in Appendix A. This unprecedentedly 28 
comprehensive database contains complete information concerning five predictors (Table 2)―Buried Depth (H), 29 



































































squeezing sections from 31 tunnel projects around the world, which to our knowledge is the most detailed 1 
databases with respect to squeezing inventories as of now. Among which, 59 cases are referenced from literature 2 
(Kimura et al. 1987; Steiner 1996; Chern et al. 1998; Hoek 2001; Dalgıç 2002; Jing-Yu et al. 2002; Liu et al. 3 
2005; Sanhui and Runqiu 2005; Panthi 2006; Shrestha 2006; Ye-yan 2007; Panthi and Nilsen 2007; Singh et al. 4 
2007; Shuishan 2009; Fujun 2010; SUN 2010; Jimenez and Recio 2011; Basnet 2013; Dwivedi et al. 2013; 5 
Feng and Jimenez 2015); and more importantly, many others (95 cases) are unpublished cases from pivotal 6 
highway/railway projects constructed in southwest China, in which the authors’ research group had been closely 7 
involved over years. Although several databases had been established before, as shown in the last column of 8 
Table 1, the challenge is that old databases are short of information about some new features, such as Support 9 
Stiff (K) or Tunnel Diameter (D) (Goel et al. 1995; Goel and Swarup 2006; Jimenez and Recio 2011; Shafiei et 10 
al. 2012), while some recent databases are indeed incomplete (Feng and Jimenez 2015). 11 
[Figure 1 approximately here] 12 
[Table 3 approximately here] 13 
[Figure 2 approximately here] 14 
Fig. 1 displays an overview of the tunnel squeezing cases in the database. For each case, besides the data of 15 
five predictors, it also contains a quantitative percentage strain (ε) that indicates the severity of the squeezing 16 
condition. Despite the universality of the strain index, which is defined as the ratio of tunnel closure to tunnel 17 
diameter, the relationship between the strain and squeezing intensity has not reached an agreement among 18 
researchers (see Table 3) (Aydan et al. 1996; Sakurai 1997; Singh and Goel 1999; Hoek and Marinos 2000). As 19 
a result, of the 154 cases in the database, the distributions of squeezing intensity are shown in Fig. 2 according 20 
to three popular multi-class schemes plus one binary scheme of squeezing intensity classification in Table 3. 21 
Unlike the inconsistency of the thresholds regarding the multi-class situation, the tunneling community has 22 
shared one widely-recognized binary threshold in differentiating squeezing and non-squeezing situations: ε = 1% 23 
(Sakurai 1997; Hoek 2001; Jimenez and Recio 2011; Feng and Jimenez 2015; Sun et al. 2018). It should be 24 
specifically noted that such thresholds of strain levels are indeed indicators, instead of guarantees, of likely 25 
stability problems (Hoek 2001). In more detail, Fig. 3 shows the histograms as well as additional summary 26 
statistics: average, median, skewness and kurtosis of the five predictors considered to train the classifier.  27 
[Figure 3 approximately here] 28 



































































2.2 Training models and validation 1 
The Decision Tree method, with explicit conjunctions of predictors, is easy to be interpreted and analyzed in 2 
terms of the classification results and the classifying process, compared to other black-box classifiers (e.g., 3 
neural network and support vector machine). Therefore, the main advantage is the capability to provide useful 4 
insights for the understanding of the squeezing problem in the analysis. 5 
2.2.1 Definition and structure 6 
As a common supervised learning method with many modern applications (Breiman 2001; Hastie et al. 2009), 7 
Decision Tree is a binary tree-like structure classifier, which is constructed (or learned) by repeatedly splitting a 8 
node into two child nodes. It starts with the root node that contains the whole training dataset―a set of 9 
historical data with pre-assigned classes for all observations. Each child node equivalents to a subset containing 10 
part of training samples, and the leaf nodes represent the class labels. Conceptually, the constructing process of a 11 
classification tree works top-down, following the decisions from the root node all the way down to the leaf 12 
nodes. At each node, as explained in Fig. 4a, the parent node is split only by one predictor through a certain 13 
binary criterion at a time, for example the inequation with threshold θi compared to each value (shown as xi) of 14 
the predictor Xi for all the samples in the parent node. Such inequality would further lead to two separate child 15 
nodes (subsets). 16 
As illustrated in Fig. 4b and Fig. 4c, during the successive splitting process of the nodes (Fig. 4c), the tree 17 
method is essentially creating rectangular subsets of learning data (Fig. 4b) through one specific predictor at 18 
each node (i.e. the splitting of each node equivalents to the partitioning of training data). The branches represent 19 
conjunctions of features that lead to class labels. This partitioning process is repeated in a recursive manner and 20 
stops once the leaf nodes merely contain observations of one class label, as referred as “pure classification”, or 21 
when the relative decrease in impurity satisfies a certain threshold. The optimal selection of the predictor as well 22 
as the best split criterion at each node is made among innumerable possibilities and guided by impurity metrics 23 
in order to perfectly classify the samples to each class. Different impurity metrics are used by variants of the 24 
Decision Tree algorithms: such as the Gini impurity used by the CART algorithm, information gain used by 25 
C4.5 and C5.0 algorithm (Breiman 2001; Wu et al.2008; Loh 2014). 26 
[Figure 4 approximately here] 27 
2.2.2 Node purity function 28 
C5.0 algorithm, as the latest successor of the C4.5 algorithm, has several new capabilities and much-improved 29 
efficiency over C4.5 (Wu et al. 2008). Hence C5.0 algorithm is adopted in this analysis to choose the best split 30 



































































the greatest information gain is desired. The information gain is defined as the difference of entropy between 1 
before and after the split of the at any interior node. Take the nodes in Fig. 4a as an example: 2 
                      (1) 3 
where info(n) represents the entropy of node nParent prior to split and infoX(n) is the expected entropy after the 4 
split by variable Xi. These two entropies are calculated respectively as follows (Kuhn and Johnson 2013): 5 
                             (2) 6 
              (3) 7 
where k and pi represent the number of classes and the percentage of each class in the nParent node respectively; 8 
nLeft and nRight correspond to the two subsets of node nParent. 9 
2.2.3 Pruning the tree structure 10 
Normally, the attempt to perfectly classify the training samples would cause the tree structure to go excessively 11 
complex, thus overfitting the training data. The C5.0 algorithm adopts a post-pruning strategy that first allows 12 
the tree to grow fully and then prune nodes and branches having little effect on classification accuracy (Lantz 13 
2013). The cross-validated accuracy is therefore employed to pursue the balance between efficiency and 14 
accuracy. 15 
2.3 The best multi-class probabilistic classifier 16 
Given the variance of classification schemes with respect to squeezing intensity (see Table 3 and Fig. 2), we 17 
build three multi-class trees plus one binary tree as a reference, according to the four schemes in Fig. 2, with 18 
each tree trained by all five predictors in Table 2. To evaluate the performance of the trained models, 10-fold 19 
cross-validation is employed to keep against over-fitting and obtain unbiased out-of-sample accuracy of the 20 
results. It is also used to prune the tree structure as mentioned in Section 2.2.3. 21 
[Figure 5 approximately here] 22 
As a result, Fig. 5 shows the performance of all the trained models. It turns out that the Singh-tree model has 23 
the best performance among multi-class classifiers, approximating a three-quarter predictive accuracy (75.19%). 24 
In contrast, the other two multi-class alternatives are noticeably inferior to the Singh-tree model, with a 10~15% 25 
predictive power loss. This decrease might be partially attributed to the fact that the Singh’s scheme of 26 
squeezing intensity classification has four categories whereas Aydan and Hoek both have five categories, as 27 
shown in Table 3. In general principle, more categories result in less samples in each category, making it harder 28 



































































[Figure 6 approximately here] 1 
Fig. 6 thusly displays the confusion matrix of the best-trained multi-class classifier (namely the Singh tree 2 
model) as well as the Binary tree model. Ideally, the confusion matrix would be diagonally dominant, indicating 3 
most predictions have been correctly labelled. Through color-labeling, it’s evident to notice that Singh tree 4 
model is significantly less accurate when predicting “moderate squeezing” cases, compared to other three 5 
squeezing-intensity situations (Fig. 6a). In more details, the accuracy measure for moderate class can be 6 
calculated as: 4 / (1+11+4+9) = 16%, while much more promising are those of the other three classes: 90.48%, 7 
88.89%, 78.57% for severe, lightly, and non-squeezing cases, respectively. The insufficiency in classifying 8 
“moderate” case may be related to the class imbalance situation in the training dataset. From Fig.2 we can learn 9 
that the percentage of moderate squeezing cases in the dataset are comparatively lower than other classes in 10 
Singh scheme: moderate cases have a share of 16% while other three classes approximately equal to 27%.  11 
Moreover, if we step back and look at the confusion matrix from a binary perspective (see Fig. 6b), the 12 
Binary tree model reaches a 93.5% accuracy in classifying merely squeezing and non-squeezing cases, with 13 
only 12 out of 154 being misclassified. Although it is not possible to directly compare the binary accuracy with 14 
other training methods in literature, since different database, predictors and even cross-validation approaches are 15 
involved in each study, our results are still highly significant because our database has the most comprehensive 16 
information in terms of the quantity of training samples and predictors and our results have been validated 17 
through a standard 10-fold cross validation procedure, based on the comparison shown in Table 4. 18 
[Table 4 approximately here] 19 
[Figure 7 approximately here] 20 
[Figure 8 approximately here] 21 
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 display the pruned tree structure of the Singh tree model and the Binary tree model, 22 
respectively. In the Decision Tree method, the tree structure per se represents the predictive model, with its 23 
branches reflecting the conjunctions of predictors that finally lead to the classification results.  24 
Three thresholds concerning SSR can be identified from the Singh tree (Fig. 7): namely 0.235 in Node 1, 25 
0.441 in Node 5 which separates out non-squeezing cases, and 0.207 in Node 2 which separates between 26 
severe-squeezing cases and moderate-squeezing cases. Specifically, Table 5 shows the comparison regarding the 27 
criterion of dividing squeezing degree via SSR. Note that unlike those empirical thresholds of SSR of previous 28 
models to classify squeezing degrees, the ones identified in the Singh tree are derived by the C5.0 algorithm 29 
strictly based on the information gain in entropy theory. Upon comparison, the thresholds in Singh tree are 30 
largely resemble those of Hoek, which established the applicability of the Singh tree model as Hoek’s thresholds 31 
are widely used as a basis for the design of support systems (Hoek 2001). Besides, the Singh tree model takes 32 



































































equations that only involved SSR, thereby leading to a more informed classification. 1 
[Table 5 approximately here] 2 
Fig. 9 accordingly reports the contribution of predictors used to classify squeezing intensity. Results show 3 
that SSR has the largest influence, in both Singh multi-class tree and the Binary tree, suggesting that it is the 4 
most important variable in squeezing classification. This justifies the common usage of SSR in so many previous 5 
squeezing predictive models (see Table 1). D and K are tied as the second most important predictors, with 6 
almost equivalent importance measure in both the Singh tree and Binary tree. In addition, it can be seen from 7 
Fig.7 and Fig.8 that the predictor K proves to be more effective in classifying binary situations than multi-class 8 
cases. Moreover, GC showed little importance (3.81%) while H has been eliminated in the Binary tree model; 9 
similarly, both H and GC have been eliminated in multi-class situations. These eliminations occurred because of 10 
three reasons: (i) The Decision Tree method tries to achieve pure classification in leaf nodes via least number of 11 
predictors and nodes. Therefore, predictors with less classifying power would be placed at the end of the tree 12 
structure, which are very likely to be pruned as an effort to keep the tree structure from being too complicated. 13 
(ii) As SSR is defined as the ratio of rock mass strength to vertical stress at tunnel depth, the information 14 
provided by H is to some extent presented by SSR, thereby weakening its importance. (iii) Due to the nature of 15 
this method, categorical variables such as GC, are particularly prone to be eliminated than quantitative variables 16 
(Hastie et al. 2009). 17 
[Figure 9 approximately here] 18 



































































3 Markovian geologic model 1 
3.1 Markov process and the iterative Bayesian updating methodology 2 
To account for the spatial variability of the geologic conditions in tunnels, a Markov process is used to simulate 3 
the random process in which the probability distribution of the representative geologic parameters are changing 4 
over locations (Ioannou 1987; Guan et al. 2012). Each parameter, following the continuous-space discrete-state 5 
Markov process, is characterized as a random variable whose state distribution is a function of location ti (i.e., 6 
the distance from the tunnel portal). Based on this probabilistic framework, an iterative Bayesian updating 7 
approach is then nested in to update the distribution of such geologic parameters, using location-specific 8 
observations provided by exploration equipment, during the tunneling process. 9 
The continuous-space discrete-state Markov process for a single geological parameter X(t) with n states is 10 



















îï                           (4) 12 
where, transition probabilities pij expresses the probability that the next state of X will be j given its present state 13 
is i, and the transition intensity coefficients ci represents the inverse of Hi, the average extent of each state. 14 
When the geologic profile of the tunnel is available, pij can be estimated through the ratio: the number of 15 
transitions from state i to j (Nij) divided by the total number of transitions out of state i (Nix), i.e. pij = Nij / Nix; 16 
and ci can be estimated by computing the inverse of the average extent of each state Hi, as it follows an 17 
exponential distribution with rate parameter ci, i.e. Hi~Exp(ci). Note that the Markov process is assumed to be 18 
homogeneous within sections with the same geologic history and thus the parameters pij and ci are considered 19 
constants that are independent of the location within the section. This means it must be assessed separately for 20 
each section if the tunnel case involves several heterogeneous sections (Ioannou 1987). Each section is 21 
constrained in a range where both ends are excavated locations with revealed geologic information (i.e. An 22 
excavated tunnel face or known boring hole location) (Guan et al. 2012). 23 
The probabilistic behavior of a Markov process over intervals is defined by the matrix of interval transition 24 
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                  (5) 26 
where vij (t1-t0) expresses the transition probability that the geologic parameter will be in state j at location t1, 27 
given it occupies state i at the current location t0 (Ioannou 1987). The interval transition probability matrix V of 28 
the Markov process satisfies the Kolmogorov differential equation, and thus can be linked with the transition 29 













































































                                 (6) 1 
The vector of state probabilities, namely s(ti), at any location along the tunnel section of interest (ti) can be 2 
inferred, given the initial prior distribution s(t0) at starting point of the section, which is derived by the limiting 3 









)                             (7) 5 
In this way, the state probability distributions of the parameter at all points along the tunnel could be 6 
obtained, yet in a prior sense. During the tunneling process, each excavated tunnel face, which serves as an 7 
observational location tb, reveals newly observed geological information through the characterization of certain 8 
exploration techniques (Ashley et al. 1981; Ioannou 1987). Based on which, a two-step procedure aiming to 9 
iteratively update the state probabilities at any location along the tunnel ahead the tunnel face is implemented: 10 
Step (i), first the posterior state probabilities s’(tb) at exactly the observation location tb is calculated, 11 
followed by the posterior interval transition matrix V’, which now starts at tb, instead of t0, towards the end of 12 
the section: 13 















                             (9) 15 
The basis for such calculations is a likelihood value, represented by Ljk, to reflect the reliability of the 16 
observation methods for the geologic parameter since any exploration method is imperfect. The likelihood 17 











) = k | X (t
b
) = j]
                      (10) 19 
where, Y(tb) is the observation at location tb for the geological parameter X(tb), Ljk denotes the likelihood of 20 
observing result k given the true parameter state is j. The closer L resembles an identity matrix, the more 21 
reliable the exploration techniques is. 22 
Step (ii): once updated, one can substitute the posterior vector of state probabilities s’(tb) and posterior 23 
interval transition matrix V’, from Eqs. (8) and (9) into (7). These newly updated inputs are used in the next 24 
iteration to obtain a profile of posterior state probabilities s’(ti) of the geologic parameter at any other point 25 
forward within the tunnel section. At this time, the new region starts at tb, and such updating process is expected 26 
to run repeatedly by considering observations serially throughout tunneling towards the end point of the section. 27 



































































3.2 Selected parameter for the Markovian geologic model 1 
The geologic parameter XR, which reflects the strength property of the surrounding rock, indicated by its 2 
uniaxial compressive strength (σci), is modeled herein by a Markov process, with its parametric states shown in 3 
Table 6. 4 
 [Table 6 approximately here] 5 
The Markovian geologic model takes the geologic profile of the tunnel at investigation phase, along with the 6 
laboratory test inventories about the uniaxial compressive strength of rock samples of representative rock types, 7 
as input. It outputs a profile of the vector s as well as the integrated strength variable E(XR) at any location ti 8 
along the tunnel alignment. s represents the state probabilities of the geologic parameter XR, computed from the 9 
Markov process using Eq. (4) ~ (7). The variable E(XR) is a scalar evaluation that represents the weighted 10 
average value of rock strength, calculated through the scalar product of s and another vector m which represents 11 
the mean values of each parametric state range (Table 6), as shown in Eq. (11).  12 
𝐸(𝑋𝑅) = s ∙ m                                  (11) 13 
3.3 Field Characterization of the geologic parameter at excavated tunnel face 14 
A key element within the model is the selection of exploration technique at field by which the geologic 15 
parameter XR can be reliably characterized and quantified into parametric states (see Table 6) at the excavated 16 
tunnel face. In mathematical sense, a more reliable exploration technique, represented by a more credible 17 
likelihood matrix, could empower a more accurate posterior probability calculation, as illustrated in Eq. (8) and 18 
(9). Therefore, in terms of rock strength, portable and reliable field exploration techniques are of great interests. 19 
Point-Load Index (PLI) or Schmidt Hammer Rebound tests (SHR) are widely recommended as quick and 20 
effective field estimates of rock strength, thanks to their portability and repeatability, especially in a practical 21 
engineering context like tunneling (Yagiz 2008; Aydin 2009; Karaman and Kesimal 2014). To achieve the 22 
updating calculations in Eq. (8) and (9), the results of PLI or SHR indexes need to be transformed into states, 23 
since the Markov process is designed to deal with discrete states as opposed to specific numerical values, as 24 
suggested by the transition matrix A and V in Eq. (6).  25 
Previously, traditional face logging has been employed to determine the parametric states in the Markov 26 
process (Ioannou 1987; Guan et al. 2012); however, in this study where rock strength needs to be quantified, PLI 27 
and SHR would be more objective and reliable (Hoek and Marinos 2000). Moreover, much progress has been 28 
made to make both PLI and SHR even more practical in soft rock settings in recent years (Hoek et al. 1998; 29 
Hoek and Marinos 2000; Yagiz 2008; Aydin 2009). Although there definitely exists inapplicable range for those 30 
two techniques (i.e. a state 3 or 4 as shown in Table 6), however, for rock samples that these two techniques 31 






































































































































4. Dynamic prediction of tunnel squeezing intensity  1 
After training the probabilistic classifier for tunnel squeezing intensity and establishing a Markovian geologic 2 
model with rock strength property being featured, these two major components of the framework are combined 3 
through a Bayesian updating process of the most important predictor of tunnel squeezing (SSR), as evidenced by 4 
Fig. 9. The subsections below further explain the steps of such updating procedures to provide additional details 5 
for clarity. Fig. 10 provides a flowchart that both outlines the structure of the framework and presents detailed 6 
implementations. It should be noted although the predictor GC (see Table 2) can also be updated through such 7 
procedures, we exclude it due to its poor contribution in classifying tunnel intensity. For the other three 8 
predictors (namely D, H, and K), newly revealed geologic information is not able to update them in nature. 9 
In Bayes terminology, the updated prediction is referred to as “posterior” relative to the very last round. 10 
Previously, via empirical models (Table 1) and the geologic information from the investigation stage, a 11 
prediction of squeezing condition along the tunnel can be obtained, but merely in a prior sense. This kind of 12 
prediction stands as a fast yet preliminary estimate due to the relatively low accuracy of data from the 13 
investigation phase. In contrast, as featured in this study, the Bayesian updating procedures that are based on 14 
newly excavated geologic information can serve as a useful complement, which enables the prediction on 15 
squeezing intensity to be used during the construction stage, and more importantly, to be adaptively updated 16 
with changing ground conditions. 17 
[Figure 10 approximately here] 18 
4.1 Deriving SSR variable from the selected geologic parameter XR 19 
Based on the profile of state probabilities and the integrated strength variable (s, E(XR)) along the tunnel, as 20 
calculated from the Markovian geologic model, a profile of the rock mass strength variable 𝜎cm throughout the 21 
tunnel can be estimated using the E(XR). This is achieved via empirical relationships between rock mass strength 22 
and the intact rock compressive strength, such as the Bieniawski approach (Bieniawski 1993), Hoek’s equation 23 
(Hoek and Brown 1997; Hoek and Marinos 2000), Barton’s formulation (Barton 2002), etc.; and a comparison 24 
can be found in Lin (2011). Note that the choice of empirical formulation would largely depend on rock types 25 
and applicability of those methods in different settings, etc., which is beyond the scope of this paper. 26 
Furthermore, with the 𝜎cm value, and provided the overburden stress (γH) estimated from the predictor H (see 27 
Table 2) which is known before excavation, the value of SSR at each location ti along the study section of the 28 



































































4.2 Implementation of the Bayesian updating procedures on SSR variable 1 
The main idea of the updating procedures is to use the characterized information at the current excavated tunnel 2 
face (i.e. the parametric state of XR indicated by the gauged result of certain exploration technique, for example, 3 
Point Load test) to update the state probabilities s at any location ti ahead the current tunnel face along the 4 
tunnel (i.e. to update the profile of (s, E(XR)) throughout the selected tunnel section). In this sense, each 5 
excavation round is indeed an updating round, guided by Eq. (8) and (9); and the updating procedure works in 6 
an iterative process since the tunnel face sequentially advances with new geologic information (i.e. field 7 
characterization) revealed at each excavated tunnel face. 8 
With the profile of (s, E(XR)) being updated round by round, the profile of 𝜎cm along the tunnel gets 9 
iteratively updated. As a result, given the fact that the overburden stress at each location would remain 10 
unchanged prior to or after updating, the profile of the SSR is also dynamically updated. 11 
4.3 Deriving posterior squeezing prediction based on continuously updated SSR variable 12 
With the predictor SSR being sequentially updated, therefore, via the trained Singh tree model, the prediction of 13 
squeezing intensity can also be updated. As a result, the profile regarding the probabilistic classification of 14 
squeezing intensity along the tunnel will accordingly be updated based on the profile of the SSR predictor during 15 




































































5 An Illustrative example 1 
In demonstrating the application of the proposed framework, an example of a 3.6 km long tunnel (Miyaluo No.3 2 
tunnel) located in southwest China, with a maximum overburden of 319m, is presented. First, a prior 3 
probabilistic prediction of the tunnel squeezing intensity is made through the geologic profile obtained in 4 
investigation phase, by using the best trained multi-class classifier (i.e., Singh-tree model). Afterward, based on 5 
the observed results regarding the rock strength property from the Schmidt Hammer Response (SHR) test during 6 
construction, a set of Bayesian updating procedures, embedded in the Markovian geologic model, are employed 7 
to sequentially update the profile of SSR predictor. Finally, posterior predictions on squeezing intensity are 8 
iteratively made via the sequentially updated SSR predictor. 9 
[Figure 11 approximately here] 10 
Fig. 11 shows the geologic profile of Miyaluo No.3 tunnel that reflects the ground conditions of the study 11 
section in the investigation phase, based on which the transition intensity matrix is inferred in Table 7. The 12 
likelihood matrix, which reflects engineers’ confidence on the credibility of the field observations, are 13 
subjectively estimated upon experiences and analogies from literature (Ioannou 1987; Guan et al. 2012). Since 14 
heterogeneous rock masses intrinsically manifest highly spatial variability, a relatively conservative likelihood 15 
matrix of the observational method (i.e. SHR test) is adopted herein due to the complexity of the geologic 16 
conditions and the difficulty of field tests. In nature, the likelihood matrix would differ between different ground 17 
conditions, suggesting it to be a variable with location (Ioannou 1987). However, for simplicity, it has been 18 
considered as a constant during the study tunnel section (see Table 7). 19 
[Table 7 approximately here] 20 
During construction, the Schmidt Hammer rebound test (SHR) is continuously used to characterize the 21 
strength of surrounding rocks. Each tunnel face indeed serves as an observational location, with an advancing 22 
rate roughly at 1.8m per day. A consecutive 7-day observation is compiled in Table 8. When estimating the 23 
strength property of heterogeneous rock masses with mixed layers of different lithology types, a weighted 24 
average of all the observed rock properties was estimated to account for the contribution of each rock type 25 
(Hoek and Marinos 2000; Budetta and Nappi 2011). At each excavated tunnel face, Schmidt Hammer test is 26 
conducted on samples of each rock type respectively and then compute a weighted rebound index (see Table 8). 27 
Yagiz (2008) empirical relationship is used for estimating the uniaxial compressive strength (σci) from the 28 
weighted rebound index, as given by Eq. (12) 29 
𝜎𝑐𝑖 = 0.0028𝐻𝑟
2.584, 𝑅2 = 0.92                           (12) 30 



































































estimate the profile of the rock-mass strength variable 𝜎cm based on the rock strength variable E(XR), as 1 
shown in Eq. 13. It should be noted this analysis uses Panthi formula as an illustration and many other 2 






                                     (13) 4 
[Table 8 approximately here] 5 
In the Bayesian updating process, two kinds of plots from two distinct perspectives can be drawn to 6 
illustrate the process. First, for any given observational location, for instance the starting point ZK163+105, Fig. 7 
12 shows the ability of the Markovian geologic prediction approach, based on the SHR index observed at the 8 
current excavated tunnel face, to predict a profile of (s, E(XR)) at any location ahead along the tunnel. For 9 
simplicity, seven specific locations ranging from ZK163+106.8 to ZK163+116.5, are selected to be 10 
representative target locations for illustration. Those target locations are also observational locations when 11 
excavated, thereby allowing the predicted results to be compared with the revealed conditions (see Table 9). On 12 
the other hand, for any target location of interest, say ZK163+116.5, multiple rounds of predictions can be 13 
summarized to evaluate the change of predictions as the tunnel face sequentially advances during construction, 14 
as shown in Fig. 13. 15 
[Figure 12 approximately here] 16 
[Figure 13 approximately here] 17 
In more details, Table 9 lists all rounds of predicted E(XR) throughout the updating process. Each row, 18 
except for the last, represents the predicted integrated rock strength value at those target locations, based on the 19 
field characterization at a certain tunnel face (observation location), which corresponds to Fig. 12. On the other 20 
hand, each column shows the change of predicted strength values at certain target locations as the tunnel face 21 
advanced towards it, which corresponds to Fig. 13, as denoted by the purple solid line. For comparison, the last 22 
row of Table 9 lists the rock strength estimated from the gauged SHR index at each observational location as a 23 
reference. As an example, in Fig. 13 the gauged result at location ZK163+116.5 is highlighted by the red dotted 24 
line for comparison. Fig. 14 accordingly plots the error between gauged results and the predicted results at each 25 
round. 26 
[Table 9 approximately here] 27 
[Figure 14 approximately here] 28 
In general, the predicted results agree well with the observed results. The errors tend to decline as the tunnel 29 
face approaches the target location, suggesting the predicted result are updated in a direction closer to the 30 
gauged results. The steadiness of the geologic conditions from ZK163+106.8 to ZK163+116.5, as indicated by a 31 



































































reliable during the updating process. The marked errors in Fig. 14, which reflect the difference between field 1 
observation and the very latest round of prediction, are generally less than 5MPa, which is reasonably accepted 2 
in engineering practice for estimating rock mass strength, especially in a heterogeneous background. 3 
Ultimately, once the SSR are sequentially updated, the probabilistic prediction of the squeezing intensity at 4 
each point along the tunnel can thereby being updated round by round. Fig. 15 shows the predictions of 5 
squeezing intensity at all target locations in an iterative manner. Specifically, a prior prediction based merely on 6 
investigation information before excavation is included for comparison. For each observation location, a profile 7 
of prediction on squeezing intensity ahead the current tunnel face is displayed. For each target location, multiple 8 
rounds of predictions as tunnel face advances towards it are displayed.  9 
As a result, in the construction phase where Bayesian updating procedures are featured, slight-squeezing 10 
situation is predicted at tunnel face ZK163+105 in the first round, however, predictions in later rounds have 11 
consistently suggested no squeezing problems for the range between ZK163+106.8 to ZK163+116.5. This 12 
change is intuitively related to the change of the predicted E(XR) between rounds (Table 9). A significant 13 
increase in predicted E(XR) value is seen in all target locations at Round 2 and then the values of all locations 14 
remain largely consistent from Round 2 to 6, which explains the change of prediction from slight-squeezing to 15 
non-squeezing at first and remain for the rest. Moreover, such changes of E(XR) are indeed related to the 16 
changes of field observations between each round. A parametric state 3 is observed at ZK163+105 in Round 1, 17 
whereas a series of state 2 observed afterward (see Table 8), which suggests a change of geologic condition from 18 
ZK163+105 (Round 1) to ZK163+106.8 (Round 2) as well as a range of similar geologic condition from 19 
ZK163+106.8 to 114.6. 20 
The field monitoring station in the tunnel was established every 10 meters, and the tunnel convergence of 21 
two stations within the study range are documented as: 62.52 mm at ZK163+110 (ε=0.63%) and 52.46mm at 22 
ZK163+120 (ε=0.52%). Therefore, the predictions about the squeezing intensity agree well with the real 23 
conditions. 24 




































































6. Conclusions 1 
In this paper we propose a new framework for dynamic and multi-class probabilistic prediction of tunnel 2 
squeezing intensity. To that end, we employ an extensively detailed database of tunnel squeezing inventories to 3 
train a predictive model that probabilistically classifies the tunnel squeezing intensity; and we establish a 4 
Markovian geologic model that stochastically models the geologic conditions. In particular, a series of Bayesian 5 
updating procedures, based on the revealed geologic information, are used to link these two components. By 6 
sequentially updating the state probabilities of the Markovian geologic parameter XR and the dominant 7 
squeezing predictor --- strength-stress ratio (SSR), the multi-class prediction is adaptively updated with changes 8 
in ground conditions. 9 
Given the variance of classification schemes on squeezing intensity, three multi-class tree models plus one 10 
binary tree have been trained and evaluated using cross-validation. Results suggest that the classifier based on 11 
the Singh scheme achieves the best performance with a cross-validated accuracy of 75.19%; moreover, if we 12 
take a step back to deal with binary situations (squeezing or non-squeezing) as seen in most previous research, 13 
the accuracy can reach 93.5%. 14 
The Decision Tree method has a unique advantage, compared to other black-box supervised learning 15 
methods, such as Neural Network, that its tree structure explicitly reflects the conjunctions of predictors and the 16 
split criterion it used that finally leads to the classification results. Compared to previous univariate empirical 17 
models that only involved SSR, the decision tree classifier not only derives more reliable thresholds for SSR, as 18 
strictly calculated by C5.0 algorithm, but more importantly, it adds information from other predictors (i.e. the 19 
interaction of predictors in the tree structure) into consideration, thereby leading to a more informed 20 
classification. 21 
From the comparison of predictor importance in both multi-class and binary situations, SSR is suggested to 22 
be the most important variable, Diameter (D) and Support stiffness (K) are tied in the second place, while Depth 23 
parameter H is probably the parameter with the least influence as it was eliminated in the pruned tree structure.  24 
GC, representing rock mass classes, although exhibiting little influence in binary cases, was also eliminated 25 
from the multi-class tree structure. 26 
Moreover, a significant advantage of our framework is that: the best-trained probabilistic classifier (namely 27 
the Singh tree model), when coupled with the Markovian geologic model, can be extended to construction stage. 28 
Compared to previous predictive models that can only be employed for preliminary predictions in design stage 29 
due to the accuracy limit of the investigation information, the proposed framework can promptly reflect the 30 



































































it should be noted that, during the updating process, only the Point Load Index or Schmidt Response test is 1 
required in the field, which is portable, easy-to-use and would not interfere with the construction process. Hence, 2 
due to its computational efficiency and operational simplicity the proposed framework can serve as a pragmatic 3 
assistance to those mature methods, such as in situ convergence monitoring and advanced geologic forecast, to 4 
evaluate the squeezing potential under uncertainty. Although the reliable range of updating has not been 5 
perfectly determined yet, as it depends on the properties of rock mass and the stress setting, the general rule is 6 
‘the closer the better’, as shown in Fig. 14. In a practical sense, one can always reserve a choice to count on the 7 
prediction results from the very latest round of updating. 8 
As illustrated in the Miyaluo No.3 tunnel, for any target location of interests, multiple rounds of squeezing 9 
predictions have been made as the tunnel excavated towards it. Therefore, different levels of predictions, for 10 
example long-range, short-term, or immediate prediction, can be extracted as useful information towards the 11 
optimal selection of the primary-support based on the potential squeezing risk, and even the decision-making of 12 
many construction-related operations such as scheduling, resource allocation, financial planning.  13 
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Appendix B – National standard for engineering classification of rock 1 
masses in China - BQ system (GB50218-94) 2 
A two-step procedure is used in the BQ system to determine the rock mass rating. Then a classification table, 3 
which lists 5 ordinal classes based on the numeric range of rating, is used to determine the final rock mass class, 4 
as shown in Table B1. 5 
[Table B1 approximately here] 6 
In the first step, a basic quality index of rock mass BQ is calculated merely by two representative geologic 7 
parameters (i.e. the strength and integrity) via the following equation: 8 
𝐵𝑄 = 90 + 3𝑅𝑐 + 250𝐾𝑣                              (B1) 9 
where Rc (in unit of MPa) represents the uniaxial compression strength of intact rock, which can be obtained by 10 
standard laboratory test, or related to the in situ point load strength index Is(50) by Eq. (B2): 11 
𝑅𝑐 = 22.82𝐼𝑠(50)
0.75                                   (B2) 12 
Kv, defined as the intactness of rock mass, is obtained by the fraction between the p-wave velocity in rock mass 13 
Vpm and the p-wave velocity in intact rock Vpr as shown in Eq. (B3):  14 
𝐾𝑣 = (𝑉𝑝𝑚/𝑉𝑝𝑟)
2                                (B3) 15 
Alternatively, as suggested by the BQ system, when quantitative tests are not available in field, Rc and Kv 16 
can be estimated via a qualitative scheme. In accordance with two specified empirical tables (not listed 17 
here due to length limit), engineers can empirically estimate the Rc according to the rock type and hammer 18 
rebound, and estimate the Kv empirically according to joint number in unit area, joint openness, and joint 19 
infilling (Guan et al. 2012). 20 
In the second step, the basic quality index of rock mass BQ should be further refined to get the modified 21 
value [BQ] (Eq. B4), considering the influences of ground water, weak structural planes, and the level of 22 
tectonic stress. 23 
[𝐵𝑄] = 𝐵𝑄 − 100(𝐾1 + 𝐾2 + 𝐾3)                      (B4) 24 
Where K1, K2, K3 are respectively the correction factors for the effects of ground water, orientation and 25 
inclination of dominant discontinuities, and the level of tectonic stress. In accord with three specified 26 
empirical tables (not listed here due to length limit), these factors are estimated empirically according to 27 
the engineers’ assessment. After modification, the rock mass class is finally determined by comparing the 28 
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Formula Source Predictors Dataset 
 Singh (1992) H, Q 39 cases 









/c cmN H   Jethwa (1981) Nc, γ, H, σcm - 
𝛼 = 𝜎𝑐𝑖 𝛾⁄ 𝐻 Aydan (1996) α, γ, H Cases in Japan 
/cm H   Barla (1995) σcm, γ, H - 
/ cm   
Bhasin and Grimstad 
(1996) 
σθ, σcm - 
(2.4 2)







   Hoek (2000; 2001) pi, γ, H, σcm 16 cases 
Probabilistic 
methods 
Naïve Bayes classifier Feng (2015) D, K, H, SSR, Q 
166 incomplete 
cases 
Logistic regression Jimenez (2011) H, Q 62 cases 
Support Vector Machine Sun (2018) D, K, H, Q 117 cases 
Support Vector Machine Shafiei (2012) H, Q 198 cases 
Notation: Nc (or α) competency factor (also called “strength stress ratio (SSR)”), σcm rock mass uniaxial 
compressive strength (MPa), γ rock mass specific weight (MN/m3), H depth of tunnel (m); Q rock tunneling 
quality index; N rock mass number (or stress-free Q), SRF stress reduction factor; B or D tunnel span or 
diameter (m); σci uniaxial compressive strength of intact rock (MPa), σθ tangential stress (MPa), ε percentage 
strain (ratio of tunnel closure to tunnel diameter), p0 in situ vertical stress at tunnel depth (MPa); pi rock support 




Table 2 List of the predictors employed in the training process 
Predictor Description Deriving methods 
SSR Strength-stress ratio σcm/γH 
GC Surrounding rock classes based on BQ system [BQ] = 63.029In(Q)+327.5
a 
H Burial Depth Measured on tunnel profile map 
D Tunnel diameter D = 4A / p b 
K Support stiffness K = Kc + Ksb+Kbc 
Note: a [BQ] represents the modified quality index of rock mass in BQ system. As many squeezing cases in the 
database are constructed in China where BQ system is the routine procedure for evaluating rock mass quality, 
the Q values documented in other tunnels are converted by the empirical correlation (Yan et al. 2009);  
b A is cross-sectional area of tunnel; 
c Kc, Ksb and Kb respectively represent the stiffness of shotcrete linings, steel sets and rock bolts. For details, 
please refer to Feng (2015). 
  
Table 3 Classification scheme of the squeezing intensity 
Squeezing Level /% Singh (1999) Aydan (1993) Hoek (2000) 
No squeezing ε ≤ 1 εθa /εθe ≤1 εt ≤1 
Slight 1＜ε ≤3 1＜εθa /εθe ≤2.0 1＜εt ≤2.5 
Moderate 3＜ε ≤5 2＜εθa /εθe ≤3.0 2.5＜εt ≤5.0 
Severe ε＞5 3＜εθa /εθe ≤5.0 5.0＜εt ≤10.0 
Extremely heavy - εθa /εθe＞5.0 εt＞10.0 
Note: ε and εt both represent “percentage strain”, which is defined as the ratio of tunnel closure to tunnel 
diameter; εθa is the peak tangential strain at the periphery of the tunnel and εθe is elastic strain (Singh et al. 2007). 
  
Table 4 A comparison on binary classification accuracy between this study and other models in literature 
 Sun (2018) Feng (2015) Shafiei (2012) This study 

















Predictors D, H, Q, K D, K, H, SSR, Q H, Q D, K, H, SSR, GC 
 
  
Table 5 Classification of the tunnel-squeezing intensity based on strength stress ratio 




0.441 < SSR 
or 
0.235 < SSR < 0.41 
and D ≤ 5 
Mild 0.8≤SSR＜2.0 0.28≤SSR＜0.45 
0.235 < SSR < 0.41 
and D > 5 
Moderate 0.25≤SSR＜0.5 0.4≤SSR＜0.8 0.2≤SSR＜0.28 0.207 < SSR < 0.235 
Severe SSR＜0.25 SSR＜0.4 0.14≤SSR＜0.2 SSR ≤ 0.207 
Extreme heavy - - SSR＜0.14 - 
 
  




1 2 3 
4 
σci 1/MPa 50~100 25~50 5~25 
1~5 
Grading Strong Medium strong Weak Very weak 
PLI2 index 2~4 1~2 - - 
SHR3 index 30~40 15~30 <15 - 
Field estimate of rock 
strength 
used in Face-Logging 
routine 
Requires more 





scraped or peeled 
with a pocket 
knife, specimen 
can be fractured 
with a single 




firm blows with 
point of a 
geological 
hammer, can be 




Note: 1uniaxial compress strength of intact rock; 2Point load index; 3Schmidt hammer response index; 
  
Table 7 The likelihood matrix L and intensity transition matrix A for the geologic parameter XR 
A L 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.1 
0.0000 -0.0203 0.0203 0.0000 0.1 0.7 0.1 0.1 
0.0000 0.1099 -0.1099 0.0000 0.1 0.1 0.7 0.1 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.7 
 
  









XRc Slate Phyllite waa 
ZK163+105 1 45.4 12.4 19 23.43 3 
ZK163+106.8 2 45.6 15.2 21.28 28.54 2 
ZK163+108.6 3 45.8 16.4 22.28 30.92 2 
ZK163+110.4 4 46.4 18.2 23.84 34.79 2 
ZK163+112.2 5 53.95 18.83 25.85 40.07 2 
ZK163+114.6 6 36.44 18.89 23.46 33.83 2 
ZK163+116.5 7 51.83 17.2 24.13 35.52 2 
Note: a Six field Schmidt Hammer tests are conducted respectively on the dominant rock types exposed at the 
excavated tunnel face (i.e. slate and phyllite), providing an average for each rock type. Then a weighted average 
rebound index is obtained based on a field observed phyllite/slate ratio.  
b Yagiz approach used for estimating uniaxial strength of intact rock (σci) from the weighted rebound index; 
c the state for XR is determined by its parametric definition in Table 6  




Predicted rock strength E(XR) at each target location  
ZK163+106.8 ZK163+108.6 ZK163+110.4 ZK163+112.2 ZK163+114.6 ZK163+116.5 ZK163+120 
ZK163+105 1 23.45 24.95 26.56 28.21 29.84 31.35 33.85 
ZK163+106.8 2 
 
35.74 35.82 35.86 35.85 35.82 35.71 
ZK163+108.6 3 
  
35.49 35.37 35.24 35.11 34.81 
ZK163+110.4 4 
  














   
35.37 
Gauged results - 28.54 30.92 34.79 40.07 33.83 35.52 - 
 
  
Table B1 Engineering rock mass basic quality classification for the BQ system (LU and XU 2006) 
Rock mass class Rock mass characteristic Rating 
Ⅰ Very hard, very intact >550 
Ⅱ Very hard, intact 
Hard, very intact 
550 - 451 
Ⅲ Very hard, crushed 
Hard, intact 
Soft, very intact 
450 - 351 
Ⅳ Very hard, very crushed 
Hard, crushed – very crushed 
Soft, intact – crushed 
Very soft, very intact - intact 
350 - 251 
Ⅴ Soft, very crushed 















info{}_{X}(t)=\frac{\left| {n}_{Left} \right|}{\left| n \right|}\cdot 





{\bf{A}} = [a_{ij}], 
 
{a_{ij}} = \left\{ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 
{ - {c_i}}&{i = j}\\ 





{\bf{V}} = [{v_{ij}}], 
 












{\bf{s}}'({t_b}) = [s'({t_b})], 
 





{\bf{V}}^{'} = [v_{ij}^{'}], 
 




{\bf{L}} = [L_{jk}], 
Equations in latex form Click here to access/download;Table;Equations_RMRE-D-19-
01041_latex.txt
